AGENDA

Council on Educational Policy
Thursday, November 7, 2019
11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m., 338 Aldrich Hall

AGENDA

Action Item

Information I. CEP, Chair’s comments
A. Remarks by James Steintrager, Academic Senate Chair
B. Remarks by Tony Smith, CEP Chair
C. Vote on draft minutes of October 17, 2019 CEP meeting

Review documents in DMS. Reviewers will provide a summary and recommendations to CEP. CEP will then discuss the outcomes of the report/School response, including the analysis, summaries, and recommendations. CEP will come up with its own response to the report and response, which will be forwarded to APRB and the Senate Chair.

Review/Comment III. CEP Review of the 2019 APRB External Review Report of the Program in Public Health and the Program’s response to the report, Sam Schriner and Karna Wong
Review documents in DMS. Reviewers will provide a summary and recommendations to CEP. CEP members will discuss the outcomes of the report/School response, including the analysis, summaries, and recommendations. CEP will come up with its own response to the report and response, which will be forwarded to APRB and the Senate Chair.

Comment IV. CEP Review of UC Irvine Senate Regulation 515. Residence Requirement

Comment V. CEP review of recommendations related to the recording of lectures by students.

New Business

Adjournment